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JP Morgan 
Buffalo, NY  

 
Reply »|Report Abuse|#1Yesterday

 

The solution is too obvious.  
 
Somebody call Frozcak and tell him to have school children paint colorful murals in the area of 
the market where the bank used to be. Peace signs and flowers with lots of pretty colors. The 
market will be good as new. 
 
If he can't afford the paint or brushes just call Albany. 

Get a grip 
Buffalo, NY  

 
Reply »|Report Abuse|#2Yesterday

 

JP Morgan wrote:  
The solution is too obvious. 
Somebody call Frozcak and tell him to have school children paint colorful murals in the area of 
the market where the bank used to be. Peace signs and flowers with lots of pretty colors. The 
market will be good as new. 
If he can't afford the paint or brushes just call Albany.  

This was delightfully bi*chy, loved it! 

Bob_O 
Buffalo, NY  

 
Reply »|Report Abuse|#3Yesterday

 

Who is the tennet that is pulling out???? 

Buffalo Bob 
Buffalo, NY  

 
Reply »|Report Abuse|#4Yesterday

 

Sounds like the rest of the tenants will be taking the brunt of Key Bank's departure with 
increased rents. 
Why can't the owners take less profit and allow the remaining tenants to make some profit as 
well?In the end,all costs will go up for John Q. Public 

James Z from 
Kaisertown 
Buffalo, NY  

 
Reply »|Report Abuse|#5Yesterday

 

Yeah well we all know who lives there now and what they did to that part of the city. 
 
The animals destroyed it as they destroy things everywhere they go. 

joe bortz 
AOL  

 
Reply »|Report Abuse|#6Yesterday

 

James Z I have to agree with you there, I remember going down there as a youngster, it was a 
family thing, even going to the poultry market to pick out your live bird which then would be 
fresh killed, many years later I took my family down there evry Easter time, and several times 
during the year until it got to the point where the good shops were gone, and I only felt safe 
with a gun under my jacket, unfortunately I made my last trip ther this past Easter, the savages 
were prowling the ramp and if not for my gun showing I know I would have been a victim. I 
realize times change but the demise of that neighborhood and the majority of the city can be 
blamed on a certain element and the city's inaction and inability to corral them. I will not speak 
against the entire community, just the savages, there are many, many hard working good folks
of color who I would be proud to have as my neighbor but they are drawn down by the 
savages, I feel for the good people in the city and pray tat something can be done to rope in 
the savages. and so sad to say but the market is gone, another Buffalo institution forever lost 

Knowledgeable 
One 
Buffalo, NY  

 
Reply »|Report Abuse|#722 hrs ago

 

Bob_O wrote:  
Who is the tennet that is pulling out????  

The Key Bank branch in the market is the tenant leaving. 

Knowledgeable 
One 
Buffalo, NY  
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Buffalo Bob wrote:  
Why can't the owners take less profit and allow the remaining tenants to make some profit as 
well?  

I believe the market is managed by a non-profit organization, so there are no ownership profits 
to be reduced. 
 
The loss of bank rental will cause a deficit each month unless the other tenants pay more 
reant, or unless a replacement tenant is found. 
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The Broadway Market still has tenants? Who new? Most people haven't been near that place in 
years or they go there once a year for an overpriced placek and a loaf of rye bread. The market 
is a charming little piece of history, but it's in a crime ridden slum. It's too far away from 
downtown (which no jewel itself) in one direction and too far away from an inhabitable 
neighborhood in the other direction. I'd like to see it survive, but I think it's only a matter of 
time... 

JAH1123 
Orchard Park, NY  
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The place is nasty. So is the neighborhood. Let it go. 

Proud Pollock 
Orchard Park, NY  

 
Reply »|Report Abuse|#1116 hrs ago

 

THE BROADWAY MARKET SHOULD MOVE SOMEWHERE ELSE BECAUSE THERE ARE 
NO MORE POLISH FAMILIES LIVING IN BUFFALO! MIGHT AS WELL TURN IT INTO THE 
AFRICAN MARKET (A LIL CORNY BUT I GOT MY POINT ACROSS). TOO BAD BUFFALO 
TURNED INTO A CRAPPY CITY. 

Kat 
Orchard Park, NY  

 
Reply »|Report Abuse|#1215 hrs ago

 

It is very sad to see the demise of such a historical market. I worked there over 20 years ago 
and it was a wonderful place filled with tenants. And at that time it was starting to turn 
downward. I also visited last year and it fills me with sadness to see what has become. It is 
more like a crappy craft fair or a flea market. 

Stanley from 
Dapew 
Buffalo, NY  

 
Reply »|Report Abuse|#1315 hrs ago

 

Bring it out to Cheektavegas already! That way Stella and me don't have to drive through the 
wilds of africa to get there. 

Jennifer 
Buffalo, NY  

 
Reply »|Report Abuse|#1414 hrs ago

 

James Z from Kaisertown wrote:  
Yeah well we all know who lives there now and what they did to that part of the city. 
The animals destroyed it as they destroy things everywhere they go.  

James Z, for once I agree with you. The people in that neighborhood - white, black, Hispanic, 
whatever - have destroyed the neighborhood. People are afraid to go the market nowadays. 
Who wants to risk being robbed or worse when they can get their Polish sausage and other 
fixings at Redlinksi's on Walden? 

James Z from 
Kaisertown 
Buffalo, NY  

 
Reply »|Report Abuse|#1514 hrs ago

 

They should just drop a bomb on the East Side. 

tired taxpayer 
Buffalo, NY  

 
Reply »|Report Abuse|#1614 hrs ago

 

Jennifer wrote:  
<quoted text> 
James Z, for once I agree with you. The people in that neighborhood - white, black, Hispanic, 
whatever - have destroyed the neighborhood. People are afraid to go the market nowadays. 
Who wants to risk being robbed or worse when they can get their Polish sausage and other 
fixings at Redlinksi's on Walden?  

It was a beautiful place at one time, but that time is over. Move it out to the suburbs were 
people can shop without worrying about being mugged or shot etc. 

Bubba 
Buffalo, NY  

 
Reply »|Report Abuse|#1714 hrs ago

 

Maybe day will puts in a new Red Lobster dat would be real sweet. 

Greenlee 
Buffalo, NY  

 
Reply »|Report Abuse|#1812 hrs ago

 

I don't even know what that last comment means.... 
The Broadway Market had its run and like many retailers sometimes it's time to say Goodbye. If 
you can not move to a friendlier neighborhood than close down before more people get hurt. I 
agree with everyone, It is a very dangerous neighborhood and parking Garage!!!!! 

fred 
South Wales, NY  

 
Reply »|Report Abuse|#1911 hrs ago

 

JP Morgan wrote:  
The solution is too obvious. 
Somebody call Frozcak and tell him to have school children paint colorful murals in the area of 
the market where the bank used to be. Peace signs and flowers with lots of pretty colors. The 
market will be good as new. 
If he can't afford the paint or brushes just call Albany.  

AMEN TO THAT!!!!!!!!!! 

fred 
South Wales, NY  
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JAH1123 wrote:  
The place is nasty. So is the neighborhood. Let it go.  

You are so right, I made the trip about three years ago maybe four after seeing it on the news 
and always wanted to go, I never need to go back... 
LET IT GO !!! 
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fred 
South Wales, NY  

 
Reply »|Report Abuse|#2111 hrs ago

 

Just where I want to park my 2008 escape for a hour...lol 

more blight 
Buffalo, NY  

 
Reply »|Report Abuse|#2211 hrs ago

 

Cheektowaga is next, that is where the migration seems to be heading. I cannot believe that 
there has not been a shooting at the galleria mall yet. If you want to know what i am talking 
about go to cheektowaga town court on a friday night. 

Croc Hunter 
Buffalo, NY  

 
Reply »|Report Abuse|#2311 hrs ago

 

I got shot once going into the Broadway market. Luckily it was only a flesh wound. Them 
monkeys don't even know how to aim. They shhot their guns sideways and grab their crotch. 
Sad that the neighborhood is a dirty zoo now. 

Logic obviously 
Buffalo, NY  

 
Reply »|Report Abuse|#2511 hrs ago

 

The East Side is a war torn ruin! Its the kill zone and the corps know it! Companies can get 
sued over having employees even coming into that area for work knowing how incredibley 
dangerous it is! You won't find a Starbuks there anytime soon... 
For gosh sakes even the Church is moving out! Its **** on earth deseased, drugged, super 
poverty for generations, populated by deranged, mutant inbred murderers over there certainly 
no place for a bank to continue in- Let em have their check cashing, robber joints, Dash while 
their still verticle 

tired taxpayer 
Buffalo, NY  

 
Reply »|Report Abuse|#2610 hrs ago

 

more blight wrote:  
Cheektowaga is next, that is where the migration seems to be heading. I cannot believe that 
there has not been a shooting at the galleria mall yet. If you want to know what i am talking 
about go to cheektowaga town court on a friday night.  

I don't think all of Cheektowaga is next, but if they keep busing them into the Galleria, then 
that's where the trouble is. 

more blight 
Buffalo, NY  

 
Reply »|Report Abuse|#2710 hrs ago

 

tired taxpayer wrote:  
<quoted text>I don't think all of Cheektowaga is next, but if they keep busing them into the 
Galleria, then that's where the trouble is.  

its not only bussing it is also government subsidized rent in the form of vouchers now the
"disenfranchised" can rent and live among lower middle income renting suburbanites 

more blight 
Buffalo, NY  
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as opposed to public housing where at least violent crime was localized 

Tim 
Buffalo, NY  

 
Reply »|Report Abuse|#2910 hrs ago

 

Now where is everyone going to cash their welfare checks?! 

Joe Mama 
Buffalo, NY  

 
Reply »|Report Abuse|#3010 hrs ago

 

They should put a new sign out on the thruway welcoming everyone that comes in. It should 
read: 
 
"Welcome to the Buffalo Zoo. Home of the largest gorilla exhibit." 

Frank 
Friendship, NY  

 
Reply »|Report Abuse|#3110 hrs ago

 

Well Joe Mama, why don't they put a sign in your front yard "INTRUDERS BEWARE: I ONLY 
CARE ABOUT MYSELF, NOT MY NEIGHBORS." should be on every suburban welcome sign. 
The East side is obviously in ruins, should you type on your computer about how bad it is, or 
shoudl you run far far away after work, OR, should you get off your lazy **** and do somehting 
besides complain...in fact, run for office, all you do is talk, you'd fit right in!!! 

Bookey the 
Elephant 
Buffalo, NY  

 
Reply »|Report Abuse|#329 hrs ago

 

Holetta Yasno! 

more blight 
Buffalo, NY  

 
Reply »|Report Abuse|#349 hrs ago

 

Frank wrote:  
Well Joe Mama, why don't they put a sign in your front yard "INTRUDERS BEWARE: I ONLY 
CARE ABOUT MYSELF, NOT MY NEIGHBORS." should be on every suburban welcome 
sign. The East side is obviously in ruins, should you type on your computer about how bad it 
is, or shoudl you run far far away after work, OR, should you get off your lazy **** and do 
somehting besides complain...in fact, run for office, all you do is talk, you'd fit right in!!!  

frank you live in friendship are you kidding me? 

fred 
South Wales, NY  

 
Reply »|Report Abuse|#359 hrs ago

 

Frank wrote:  
Well Joe Mama, why don't they put a sign in your front yard "INTRUDERS BEWARE: I ONLY 
CARE ABOUT MYSELF, NOT MY NEIGHBORS." should be on every suburban welcome 
sign. The East side is obviously in ruins, should you type on your computer about how bad it 
is, or shoudl you run far far away after work, OR, should you get off your lazy **** and do 
somehting besides complain...in fact, run for office, all you do is talk, you'd fit right in!!!  

come on Frank, Should the sign read...SEND THEM ALL BACK TO AFRICA?? Cause I think 
that would help.. 
lol 

germangirl25 
Buffalo, NY  

 
Reply »|Report Abuse|#367 hrs ago

 

It"s a shame but the Broadway market is over, unless you want to get mugged or killed stay out 
of that area, I made that mistake once, I was naive to venture into Buffalo with my new Jaguar 
and at the first red traffic light ,someone tried to get into my passenger side, the next thing I did 
was heading right back to Lewiston.That was several years ago, I can only immagine how it is 
today so " Buffalo ,no thak you " 

James Z 
Kaisertown 
Buffalo, NY  

 
Reply »|Report Abuse|#376 hrs ago

 

Everywhere the blacks go is like tooth decay or cancer. The more it gets blacker, the more 
decay and cancer you get. It results in the death of the neighborhood and then the city itself. 
 
http://blog.myspace.com/navy_jim  
 
It's like that old TV commerical when trash is thrown at the feet on an Indian and then his head 
turns and you see a tear running down his cheek. 
 
That's how I feel when I see Buffalo's once proud Polish East side and now we're seeing it in 
South Buffalo and Kaisertown. 
 
This isn't a racist statement. It's a "FACTUAL" one! 

Bob_O 
Buffalo, NY  

 
Reply »|Report Abuse|#386 hrs ago

 

You people crack me up. That neighborhood has always been a shithole, why are you just 
seeing it now. I lived there my whole life till 6 years ago. I still go bac every Easter and Dyngus 
day and have never had a problem. Maybe if more of you snooty folks from the suburbs came 
back to the shithole we all grew up in, it would not be so bad. You can't move the 
"BROADWAY MARKET" duh, it won't be on Broadway anymore. Does any one on here have a 
freakin brain in their heads, or are they all in their asses???? 

Ron 
Buffalo, NY  

 
Reply »|Report Abuse|#395 hrs ago

 

It's sad to see this area go into the dumps. 50 years ago it was a jewel and now thanks to the 
folks who live around there no one wants to go anywhere near the area.  
 
I am an athiest but I have come to believe that "you reap what you sew" 

Bob_O 
Buffalo, NY  

 
Reply »|Report Abuse|#405 hrs ago

 

Well bring yourass back down and turn the area around again. 

RED WING 
CHAMPS 
Berkley, MI  

 
Reply »|Report Abuse|#415 hrs ago

 

Bob_O wrote:  
Well bring yourass back down and turn the area around again.  

Whatca smokin there Bob<O Boy? 

Bob_O 
Buffalo, NY  

 
Reply »|Report Abuse|#423 hrs ago

 

Why do you ask that, what is wrong with going back to your roots and trying to invest some 
time in it? 
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Bob_O 
Buffalo, NY  

 
Reply »|Report Abuse|#432 hrs ago

 

James Z Kaisertown wrote:  
Everywhere the blacks go is like tooth decay or cancer. The more it gets blacker, the more 
decay and cancer you get. It results in the death of the neighborhood and then the city itself. 
http://blog.myspace.com/navy_jim  
It's like that old TV commerical when trash is thrown at the feet on an Indian and then his 
head turns and you see a tear running down his cheek. 
That's how I feel when I see Buffalo's once proud Polish East side and now we're seeing it in 
South Buffalo and Kaisertown. 
This isn't a racist statement. It's a "FACTUAL" one!  

Right on James Z - they are the scurge of the earth. 

Economist 
Grand Island, NY  

 
Reply »|Report Abuse|#4459 min ago

 

joe bortz wrote:  
James Z I have to agree with you there, I remember going down there as a youngster, it was 
a family thing, even going to the poultry market to pick out your live bird which then would be 
fresh killed, many years later I took my family down there evry Easter time, and several times 
during the year until it got to the point where the good shops were gone, and I only felt safe 
with a gun under my jacket, unfortunately I made my last trip ther this past Easter, the 
savages were prowling the ramp and if not for my gun showing I know I would have been a 
victim. I realize times change but the demise of that neighborhood and the majority of the city 
can be blamed on a certain element and the city's inaction and inability to corral them. I will 
not speak against the entire community, just the savages, there are many, many hard working 
good folks of color who I would be proud to have as my neighbor but they are drawn down by 
the savages, I feel for the good people in the city and pray tat something can be done to rope 
in the savages. and so sad to say but the market is gone, another Buffalo institution forever 
lost  

This is a common attitude among former residents of this area. 
Why is the diocese now allowing the pastor of St. Stans church, which is located nearby, spend 
millions of dollars on redoing that old church. 
Who is going to come from the burbs to be a parishioner? 
With so many churches closing, why is this one remaining open? 
Who is going to pay its operating costs? 
Your Catholic Charities donations? 
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